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Special Parenting Issue
Motherworldly Encounters of the Birth Kind
TAKOMA PARK, MD—Not
content with merely natural
childbirth, Takoma Park
moms are flocking to Karen
Schmeltz’s classes on Supernatural Childbirth, a method
pioneered in Roswell, NM.
Schmeltz’s waiting list is
nearing 100 names, just six
months after she hung out her
shingle in Takoma Park. Explaining her phenomenal success, Schmeltz said that
women are tired of having
their experiences filtered
through the lens of the medical establishment. “Midwives
are just another form of cooptation,” said Schmeltz. “And
so-called ‘natural childbirth’
has become so mainstream.
Who wants to be normal when
you can be paranormal?”
At the heart of the supernatural childbirth approach is re-

birthing process, many
turning the power of the
women find themselves with
birthing process to women.
fewer opportunities to educate
“This is all about supporting
other women about their miswomen,” explained Schmeltz.
“We tell
women that
whatever
choice they
make is super. And
since we also
tell them
what the
choices are,
we can be
assured that
that’s true.”
In a rare image, the elusive Pixie Doula gives a reluctant
Excessive in- fetus a gentle push.
terest in others’ labor and delivery choices
takes. “The unenlightened
has become a hallmark of Taare a dying breed,” said
koma Park-area parenting.
Marianne Wheeler, sipping a
However, as fewer and fewer
chai latte during a recent Suwomen are willing to admit to
pernatural Childbirth class.
medical intervention in the
“That makes it so hard to dis-

tinguish yourself.”
Barbara Daly, also taking the
class, agreed. “When my siblings and I were born, fathers
weren’t even allowed in the
delivery room. Now, everyone
who’s anyone is in the room
with you—the father, your
mother, your other kids, the
professional videographer.
Well, that’s just not enough
for me. My baby’s father will
be there, but so will his father, his father’s father, his
father’s father’s father, his
father’s father’s father’s father—you get the idea. I’ll be
the first in my family to have
multiple generations, living or
dead, at the birth. More importantly, I’ll be the first in
my neighborhood.”
Jennifer Rudnick had a superSee Motherworld on page 3

How to Succeed in Parenting Without Really Trying
TAKOMA PARK, MD—
Enough with carrying your
toddler in a sling or nursing
your teenager to sleep. Get
ready for the latest parenting
craze—detachment parenting.
“It’s literally changed my life,”
said Alicia Gristle, mother of
three. “I finally enjoy being a
mother again.” Gristle was
one of a small group of parents who gathered recently at
“Detach!”, a monthly support
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group for detachment parents.
Gristle isn’t the only one singing the praises of the parenting philosophy. “I
know we’re supposed to
meet our children’s physical and emotional needs,
blah blah blah. But what
about my needs?” asked
one mother. Many of the
parents nodded in agreement. “I finally feel like
someone gets it.”

The basis of detachment parenting rests on the three I’s—
Ignore, Intimidate, and Insu-

Detachment parenting is
actually nothing new—
it’s an ancient philosophy
that many of today’s parents were raised with,
explains Debra Lessing,
founder of the Takoma
Park branch. “My mom
was the greatest. She
didn’t try to play with us
or even spend all that
Everybody’s a fan of detachment parenting.
much time with us. She
just turned on the TV and
late, Lessing explained. Igdid her own thing,” she exnoring your children allows
plained. “She never let parthem to grow in ways that are
enting infringe on the things
truly their own. “For example,
she liked to do. And that’s the
I still remember teaching mykind of childhood I want for
self how to mix the perfect
my kids.”
martini at age seven,” said

Lessing. “Can you imagine
today’s seven-year-olds having those kind of skills? They
can’t even make their own
beds.”
Intimidate simply means fostering an environment in
which children become unwilling to ask their parents for
help or support. “Children
are so much more selfsufficient than they know,”
Lessing says. “If you’re clear
and consistent, they will eventually hear what you’re saying, even if you don’t say a
word.” For example, one parent Lessing knew plugged her
ears each time her child asked
for help with her homework.
“They get that crucial message—‘I’m not listening so
just stop asking.’”
Insulating themselves from
their children is a skill that
many parents need to work
on, Lessing says. “Even very
young children will pick up
your cues. Do your thing as
much as possible. Sit at the
computer, organize your sock
See How to Succeed on page 2
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The Takoma Prick
Rants About

Vaccinations

The Takoma Pork strives to be inclusive and welcomes views from
all ends of the political spectrum, no matter how stupid.

As long as at least
90 percent of my
children’s friends and schoolmates are immunized, I will strongly oppose vaccinations. This is what the public health zealots
call “herd immunity.” If I wanted my children to grow up as part of a herd, I would
have raised them in Bethesda, instead of
having the wife give birth to them at the Bethesda Maternity Center and then hightailing
it back to Takoma Park before they had a
chance to grow fond of Montgomery Mall.
As long as all the other parents are immunizing, I will refuse. If all the other parents
were pushing their kids off a cliff, would I
push mine? Only if a sufficient percentage
of children already lay at the bottom, ready
to break my child’s fall.
But I have other reasons for refusing to vaccinate my children.
1) I prefer the natural route. That’s why I
choose homeopathic medicine. Homeopathy is based on the premise that “like cures
like”; you take tiny amounts of a substance
that actually causes the symptoms you’re
trying to avoid. It’s so much better than a
vaccine.
2) How can I trust a bunch of hypocrites?
If there’s one thing the Bush Administration
has taught us, it’s that good girls abstain
from sex until their wedding nights, on pain
of death, apparently from cervical cancer
resulting from the human papilloma virus
(HPV). Now the CDC wants us to vaccinate
girls as young as nine for HPV, a sexually
transmitted virus. They say that they want
to catch girls before what they call, in that
whitewashy public health speak, their
“sexual debut.”

3) My daughter will never be a sexual
debutante. I refuse to participate in that patriarchal, elitist ritual. I can just see the society pages in the Takoma Voice:
Tuppence Mary Fairweather was presented by her father, Beaufort “Bo”
Granson Fairweather III, at the 58th Society Ladies’ Debutante Ball, held at
Gunston Hall on May 1, 2006. Like the
other 69 sexual debutantes, Ms. Fairweather wore the traditional long, white
gloves, white satin pumps, and a
peekaboo blouse over crotchless panties.
In a modern twist on the old ritual, Ms.
Fairweather briefly coupled with her
best friend and fellow debutante Elizabeth Greenlaw before returning to her
escort, Andrew Chadwick Harris. Mr.
Harris wore a stunning birthday suit of
creamy white bordered by a reddish tan
and tastefully adorned with freckles.
4) Why vaccinate girls for HPV when you
can stop it at its source? According to the
CDC, uncircumcised males are far more
likely to transmit HPV to their sexual partners. So let’s forget about pumping another
government-sponsored toxin into our girls
and start snipping foreskins instead. Of
course, I would never cut my son’s foreskin.
One thing I know for sure, my son won’t be
having sex with his sister, so there’s no need
for me to put him through that barbaric
genital mutilation.
As long as my children associate only with
children from less enlightened families,
they’ll be okay. That rules out most of the
kids in Takoma Park, but there are plenty
more fish in the sea, especially if you look
in Germantown or Manassas.
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How to Succeed from page 1
drawer, whatever it takes to disengage
and empower your kids not to need you so
much.”
“I just can’t believe how well this is working for our family,” said Debbie Drawser,
who attended the gathering with her husband Don. The couple have two children
and started detachment parenting several
months ago.
“It’s true,” chimed in Don. “We’re actually having sex again. And we have two
kids!”
Debbie says she used to be a “hovering
mother,” available to do anything her
children asked. “If they said, ‘Wipe my
butt’ my response was ‘How hard?’ I
mean, I was a doormat.”
The couple said their children were initially angry and resentful when Don and
Debbie started practicing the “three I’s.”
“There was an adjustment period, especially with our youngest,” Don said. “But
we just stuck with it.”
The couple beamed proudly when they
talked about the changes in their kids.
“They both stay in their rooms for hours
at a time. We have no idea what they do
in there, and we don’t ask questions.”
None of the children were available for
comment.
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Long-time Children's Librarian Jillian Hershberger has left her job at the Takoma Park Maryland Library to
pursue work with an easier population.

Takoma Pork gathers information for its stories from many
sources. Most material is fictitious. Takoma Pork uses
fictitious names in its stories, except for public figures and
interviewees in the Q&A section. Any similarity to real
names is accidental, coincidental, or psychic. This
publication is not intended for readers who are under 18
years of age, who take themselves too seriously, or who
don’t laugh at our jokes.
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News Briefs

Motherworld

Family has son put to sleep after neighbors’ noise
complaints. The Rogers family of Ash Avenue finally is getting some sleep, after two
years of complaints to the city Police Department about the noise from little
Timmy Burton, who lived next door. The
16 noise citations initially brought the
Rogers no relief, but in late June, Timmy
Burton broke from his fenced yard and
chased Agatha Rogers up a tree. Rogers
broke an arm in the resulting fall, and
Burton was declared a public nuisance
under Montgomery County Code 359-A,
requiring the Burtons to put little Timmy
down.

Moms’ weekend in Virginia sparks long-term lesbian love affair. Need we say more?

Children’s library records scrutinized for terrorist
links. The Takoma Voice reported that the
National Security Agency has been secretly scouring children’s library checkouts for links to al-Qaeda and other terrorist organizations. NSA officials
claimed that only titles such as “Good
Night Osama” and “Make Way for Jihad”
have been red flagged in their database.
However, the Voice discovered that children who checked out “Oh the Places
You’ll Go” and “There’s a Wocket in my
Pocket” also were under investigation.
Takoma Park Children’s Librarian Jillian
Hershberger quit her post in protest.

Springs Knolls tests pilot ROTC program for preschoolers. Spring Knolls Cooperative Nursery School has become the first preschool
in the country to offer a Reserve Officers’
Training Corps (ROTC) program. ROTC
Spokesperson Carol Kain says the program will address critical personnel shortages as well as instill much-needed discipline in this age group.

Zealous volunteers lose custody of children. Several parents involved with the Takoma
Park Elementary School PTA and the Takoma Park Cooperative Nursery School
have lost custody of their children as a
result of a Child Protective Services sting
operation. The parents spent so much
time volunteering that they averaged
fewer than two hours per week of quality
time with their children. “I did it for
them!” yelled Susan Ratziller as she was
led away in handcuffs.

Mother sues fetus for assault and battery. A Takoma Park woman has filed charges
against her unborn baby for frequent and
excessive kicking. The case is the first
under a recent amendment extending the
2004 Unborn Victims of Violence Act to
cover unborn perpetrators of violence.

WANTED
Accessory to Aggravated Assault, Attempted Murder, and Larceny

BABY BOY DOE

Age progression sponsored
by the Takoma Pork

Alias: Baby Girl Doe

Build: Medium

Last seen: May 26, 2006

Height: 19 inches

Date of Birth: June 12, 2006 (est.)

Weight: 8 lbs 6 oz

Place of Birth: Takoma Park, MD

Hair: Sparse

Occupation: Nursing

Eyes: Bluish Gray

Scars and Marks: May have noticeable umbilical cord stump
Remarks: Wanted as an accessory to crimes committed by his
mother, Jane Doe. May have poor motor control, nap frequently, and
smell like sour milk.

REWARD for information leading to the arrest of Baby Boy Doe.
Contact the Takoma Park Field Office of the FBI.
www. fbi.gov/takomapark

Advertise in Takoma Pork
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natural childbirth in June and is very
pleased with the result. “Of course every
mother thinks her child is special, but
through my intense study of supernatural
childbirth I was able to back that up with
a truly exceptional soul. My daughter is
an empress. Or was an empress, in a past
life, but still, that should be enough to get
her into a good college.” Schmeltz confirmed that the choice of past souls for
babies in transition from the womb to the
world is a popular component of the childbirth approach. “I’ve delivered a lot of
empresses,” she said. “Frida Kahlo’s soul
is also very popular in Takoma Park. Or
Che Guevara for boys.”
According to the National Association for
Supernatural Childbirth, over 90 percent
of women who have taken supernatural
childbirth classes choose to employ telekinesis during the pushing stage of delivery, using the power of deep thought to
move the baby down the birth canal. For
women who need a little extra help,
Schmeltz recommends vertical levitation,
to let gravity help the baby drop. In extreme cases of recalcitrance, Schmeltz
will channel the baby’s thoughts and attempt to reason with her. “Sometimes it’s
easier for someone other than the mother
to have that extrasensory conversation.
Especially if it’s a girl baby. You know
how things can get between mothers and
daughters.”
When even channeling won’t work,
Schmeltz turns to an old folk remedy.
“The Fairy Folk are a great source of support for women in labor,” said Schmeltz.
“All you need to do is believe.” In fact, in
supernatural birthing circles, the Pixie
Doula is regarded as a sort of holy grail.
According to legend, the Pixie Doula attends the births of only the most enlightened women. Schmeltz would not confirm
or deny the existence of the Pixie Doula.
But Schmeltz’s student, Jennifer Rudnick—who asked that she not remain
anonymous—did provide the Takoma
Pork with an ultrasound picture that she
says shows the Pixie Doula helping to
push her baby out of the womb. Rudnick
says she wants to help other women who
aren’t fortunate enough to share her deep
understanding of the birth process. She
has applied to the certification program
for Supernatural Childbirth Educators
and hopes to begin her training in the
fall. Rudnick says she’s a natural. “I
mean SUPER natural!”

SALON JAM
7054 Carroll Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912

(301) 270-4477
Cuts, Perm/Color, Highlights
and Facial Waxing
Salon Hours
Tuesdays to Fridays 10 to 8
Saturday 9 to 5

advertise@takomapork.com
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Making Movies a Family Affair to Remember
Is this you? You’re afraid to expand your
kids’ movie repertoire because some movies are not “age-appropriate.” Or perhaps
you have logged in way too many glassyeyed hours watching “Dragon Tales” or
“Caillou” with your kids. Well, parents,
suffer no longer because the lovable folks
at Video Aubonpain have come up with
the perfect answer. In response to complaints that videos shown on their instore TV were too laden with sex, violence
and profanity, shift manager Jorge
McAllister put his amateur editing skills
to work. He took R-Rated movies and
creatively wove in pieces from children’s
videos, resulting in what he calls “Movie
Mashes.” His first piece, “There’s Something About Mary Poppins,” was so popular that the store’s collection has grown to
over 50 mashes with new titles being
added every month. Here are some of our
picks:

talk about Fight Club...you sing about
it!...EVERYBODY!!! Who’s the leader of
the club that’s made for you and me…”

Y Tu Mama Tambien, Dora: An interactive coming of age story in which Dora
the Explorer and Boots meet up with a
pair of teenage boys. With your help, they
must unravel the mysterious contents of a
backpack and map out their journey
through a motel room and to a far away
beach. ¡Muy caliente!

Freaky Friday the
13th: One day Lindsay
Lohan wakes up to discover she is occupying the body of the
hockey-mask-bearing psychopath known
as Jason. The ensuing madcap antics are
hilarious.

The Mickey Mouse Fight Club: This
can’t-miss mash stars Edward Norton Jr.
and Annette Funicello in a darkly upbeat
love story. Don’t forget Brad Pitt, who
proclaims in one memorable scene, “The
first rule of Fight Club is that you do not

Pup Fiction: Take a
few episodes of
“Clifford’s Puppy Days,”
sprinkle liberally with
Tarantino and you have
this masterwork. Watch
as John Travolta and
Samuel L. Jackson turn
to Harvey Keitel to
clean up a messy
“accident” Clifford has
in the back seat of their
car. Other Tarantino
movies in the series include “All Reservoir
Dogs Go to Heaven”
and “Kill Mr. Bill, Vol.
1.”

Dirty Harry Potter: Harry Potter realizes that wizardry is not enough and
enlists the help of San Francisco cop
Harry Callahan to avenge the death of his
parents at the hands of Voldemort. The
action is non-stop from the moment Clint
Eastwood boards the Hogwarts Express
at Platform 9¾, Kings Cross.

The Matrix of Oz:
Computer hacker/farmboy Neo (Keanu
Reeves) and his dog Toto are swept away
from a rural Kansas
farm to an alternate
reality filled with
munchkins, flying
monkeys and the
wicked Agent
Smith. Neo dances
and sings his way
down the yellow
brick road in stylized computer-aided
slow motion with
his friends the
Scarecrow, Tin
Man, Trinity and
Morpheus. Along
the way he discovers that the life he’s
been living has all
been a dream...or is
it the land of Oz
that is the dream?
Other titles worth checking out:
“Saving Private Ryan Seacrest,” “Cailloute Ugly,” “A Nightmare on Sesame
Street,” “Muppet Master,” “Mulan Rouge,”
and “A Clockwork Orange Smoothie.”
McAllister is currently working on
mashes featuring famous cereal personalities: “One Flew Over the Coco Puffs,”
“Silly Rabbit, the MaTrix Is for Kids,”
“My Left Foot is Magically Delicious,” and
“Tony the Tiger’s Gggrrrreeeaaatttt Expectations!”

Takoma Park Kids Calendar ● August 2006
Friday, August 4
Chomsky Friday!
New Paradigm Youth Theater presents a
montage of Noam Chomsky lectures expressed through interpretive dance and
puppetry. Ice Cream and cigarettes will
be served afterward. Beret optional.
7:30 p.m. at the Takoma Park Maryland
Library
Sunday, August 6
Spontaneous Play Workshop
Child development experts will demonstrate the latest techniques in the emerging practice of Spontaneous Play. Children will learn how to play without constraint or structure.
Hour 1: Powerpoint Presentation
Hour 2: Live Demonstration
Hour 3: Supervised Spontaneity
Cardboard box and stick provided.
10:23 a.m. in the Community Center’s
Azalea Room
Saturday, August 12
Clowns!!!!!!
Even though they scare the hell out of
you, your kids will love ‘em! But don’t
worry; these clowns have had thorough
criminal background checks. We can certify that no clown has “John Wayne” as
his first and middle names, and none is

currently living in his mother’s basement.
11:00 a.m. at Heffner Community Park
Tuesday, August 15
Speed Playdating: It’s Just Juice!
Tired of arranging long playdates that
end in tears? It’s Just Juice is the answer! Children are matched up with a
peer for a 6-minute playdate. Then a bell
rings, and everybody switches partners.
Up to 10 mini-playdates will be scheduled
for each child. Then children and parents
decide together which “friends” will be
invited over for a longer playdate at
home. Snacks, activities, and plenty of
hand sanitizer provided.
10 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. at Savory
Thursday, August 17
The Sleepful Child
You love your children all the time, but
you love them best when they’re completely unconscious. This workshop will
show you how to keep your children
asleep continuously from toddler age all
the way through their 18th birthdays.
Your dreaming children will be the children of your dreams!
Sponsored by HypnoParenting and the
Takoma Park Detachment Parenting
Support Group
3:00 p.m. in the Community Center’s Rose
Room

Saturday, August 19
Baby Sign Language
Teach your pre-verbal infant to communicate her needs—and your own! In this
half-day workshop, parents will learn how
to teach their babies the 25 most common
signs, including “that’s not a pencil in my
diaper, it’s an infantile erection,”
“whoever smelt it dealt it,” and “toss the
tofu and get me some pureed veal.” For
an additional fee, participants will learn
how to teach infants in rear-facing car
seats to flip off the tailgaters behind
them.
9 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. at the Takoma Park
Maryland Library
Every Friday in August
Diapers & Drums
For one month only, Stream Ohrstrom is
replacing his Friday night Beat Jam
drum circle with a session he’s calling
Diapers & Drums. “Frankly, the adults
have been so arrhythmic; I realized I need
to start much, much younger. So, no diaper, no drum!”
5 p.m. at the House of Musical Traditions

SUMMER 2006
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Happy Daze Are Here Again: TP Discovers HypnoParenting
TAKOMA PARK, MD—Lately you might
have noticed some of your children’s playmates being impeccably polite, cleaning
your house, and even cooking you a
grilled cheese sandwich. You
might also have noticed their
glassy eyes, and that after a
sudden sharp noise they reverted to their usual behavior and began gnawing on
your child’s leg. Drugs? Not
even close—it’s the latest fad
in Takoma Park childrearing: HypnoParenting.™

parenting behaviors. “I came home from
work last night and my son had wedged
his little sister into the toilet, but did I
blow a gasket? No…my hypnotic conditioning kept me calm as I pried
my daughter loose and assigned my son some extra
chores, including toiletcleaning.”

Some believe these techniques
are being over-used, as in the
case of the parent who hypnotized his son into participating
in the Takoma Park Soccer
We interviewed Gerald Falk,
League. Said the parent, who
creator of the method, at his
requested anonymity, “It was
Takoma Park clinic. “We
humiliating to have the only
took all of the classes PEP
kid not doing it. I snapped.” A
[Parent Encouragement Prosimilar response came from a
gram] had to offer, but our
parent who used the techchildren were still nightniques to keep her straying
mares. We were getting des- Many local children are finding child a strict
perate. One day I was bevegetarian.
themselves very, very sleepy.
moaning that it had all been
“He’d been givdownhill after my wife’s hypnosis-assisted
ing us grief since the Tolabor and delivery. Then I bit into a
furkey last Thanksgiving,
Reese’s Peanut Butter Cup and had the
but the breaking point for
inspiration—why not combine PEP with
me was when I found some
HypnoBirthing? We already knew the
pork rinds under his matbasics of hypnosis from our Hypnotress. Not in my house!”
Birthing class, and we Googled to get the
There are some risks to
rest of it. In no time flat, our kids’ behavthese practices. Recently,
ior was the envy of every parent on the
a local teenager discovered
block.”
his parent’s training mateThe benefits have been dramatic for parrials and tried the method
ents adopting the new techniques. “I no
on them. He was discovlonger grind my teeth when I hear the
ered when a policeman
phrase ‘Are we there yet’—because I
pulled over the fourteennever hear it anymore,” said one happy
year-old for driving erratpractitioner. Said another, “I’ve proically in a new Corvette.
grammed my kids to go to sleep at 7 p.m.
and wake at 8 a.m.; we’ve been
having our friends over for
nightly happy hours.” And one
parent of a teenaged daughter
has been using it to regulate
her dating. “I’ve gone off two
of my blood pressure medications!” said the relieved father.

In typical Takoma Park fashion, the
movement has rapidly diversified. Many
parents have gone beyond the initial
techniques, with some fracturing of the
movement and in-fighting among the resulting groups. Musical-hypnotizing parents have clashed with vocal-hypnotizing
parents. Even within the musicalhypnotizing faction, those using the lyre
have been sniping with those using Cello
Man tapes as a hypnotic aid.
Despite these internal divisions, the
movement appears well-established and
here to stay. Mayor Porter and several
other local politicians recently voiced
strong support for HypnoParenting,
though they were noted to be speaking
more mechanically than usual.

Another application has involved parents performing selfhypnosis to regulate their own

PC Retro Inc. believes that the latest and greatest technology isn’t necessary for basic everyday computing—something other computer stores
don’t want you to know! We recycle used computer equipment that Corporate America no longer wants and refurbish it with our skilled technicians, reselling it to the public through our retail outlets. And all with a 90
day warranty!

Complete computer packages from $39
Including PC, Monitor, Keyboard and Mouse

Laptops from $99
Monitors from $29
Laser Printers from $39
Check out the full details at www.pcretro.com or visit us at
5031 Garrett Avenue
Beltsville MD 20705
(301) 931-6630

7516 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church VA 22043
(703) 821-1400
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Takoma Pork Charter School

Takoma Park C-Section Circle
Dedicated to supporting natural, at-home cesarean
sections for families.

We make silk purses from sows’ ears every day.

Featuring an award-winning

◊ Combine the convenience of scheduling your birth with

Now enrolling
for
2006-2007!

Pig Latin Language
Immersion Program

a mother- and child-centered atmosphere.
◊ Avoid the unnecessary pain medications and intrusive

interventions of the medical establishment.

Eaturingfay anway
awardway-inningway

◊ Involve the entire family in welcoming your newest child into

the world, on your schedule.
We believe that the process of labor and delivery is natural and normal, requiring only a gentle
helping hand and a scalpel. Open your mind – and your womb – to the joys of home Csections.

We’re working to create a “C - change” in attitudes toward home births.

Igpay Atinlay Anguagelay
Immersionway ogrampray

Ownay enrollingway orfay
2006-2007!
ortsnay

igpay-atinlay-TP.omcay

Recreation Department’s Summer Camp Roundup
Harry Potter Day Camp (August 1 – 29)

•

No adults this year, please! Seriously. Yes, it’s back. Get your
wee Harries and Hermiones enrolled for another term at Hogwarts. This year’s program is even better, because it will be held
in the newly built community center. Mayor and Deputy Minister of Magic Kathy Porter used a secret budget line item to imbue
the community center with magical power. That’s right, folks,
and you thought all those millions were simply cost overruns!
Access Platform 9¾, the super-secret entrance to the Community
Center, by parking an actual small car in the “Small Car Only”
parking spaces behind the library. Your children will enjoy a
four-week introduction to all manner of wizardry. Courses include a repeat of last year’s popular Defence Against the Dark
Arts, where wizards-in-training will learn to avoid mimes,
avante-garde circus troupes, postmodernist art, and Enya.

Sun Tzu: The Art of Surviving Preschool
(August 7 – 11)
Let’s face it, the next generation of Takoma Park's flower children
need the advantage of Sun Tzu's key military strategies to survive today's preschool experience. In this intensive, four-day
camp, your preschooler will learn to apply key principles of Sun
Tzu's The Art of War not only to survive preschool, but to gain the
high ground when entering the crucial Kindergarten campaign.
Highlights include:
• If your enemies are united, divide them. Your child will
learn how to incite conflict among other toddlers while escaping culpability: Behold your model preschooler among
her less well-behaved peers.

•

Terrain. Employ the core concepts of Heaven and Earth to
gain the best ground in the sandbox, achieve control and
optimal velocity on the merry-go-round, avoid surprises in
the crawl tube, and much more.
Attack by Stratagem. Your child will learn the proper and
effective use of the meltdown and how to employ the tantrum to maximum advantage while avoiding time outs.

T.V. Camp—“It’s Only PBS” (August 14 – 18)
A stimulating, developmentally appropriate program(s) for ages 6
months to 10 years held in a beautiful outdoor setting. All children receive an Annie’s Organic TV Dinner for lunch. Participants will be grouped according to age and attention span:
• The Boohbahs (ages 6 to 18 months) will enjoy 4 hours of
programming each day in addition to napping with the
“McLaughlin Group” after lunch.
• The Teletubbies (ages 1½ to 3 years) receive a full 5 hours
of programming and nap to “The Tavis Smiley Show.”
• The Doras (ages 3 to 6) are provided with a full 6 hours of
programming. Counselors will punctuate their interactions with peppy Spanish phrases for a true language immersion experience.
• The Arthurs (ages 6 to 10) receive 6 hours of programming,
with stimulating thematic discussions during each 2minute break between shows on such thought-provoking
questions as “What kind of animal is Arthur?” and “What
is the difference between a commercial and an underwriter’s endorsement?” Additional special activities for
this age group include sessions on “Programming Your
TiVo” and “Creating Macrame Remote Control Holders.”
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